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Abstract
A data center network is an environment with rich path
diversity, where a large number of paths are available between
end-host pairs across multiple tiers of switches. Traffic is
split among these paths using ECMP (Equal-Cost Multi-Path
routing) for load balancing and failure handling. Although it
has been well studied that ECMP has its limitations in traffic
polarization and path ambiguity, it remains the most popular
multi-path routing mechanism in data centers because it is
stateless, simple, and easy to implement in switch ASICs.
In this paper, we analyze the ECMP hash algorithms used
in today’s data center switch ASICs, aiming for lightweight
path control solutions that can address the ECMP limitations
without any changes to existing data center routing and transport protocols. Contrary to common perceptions about the
randomness of ECMP hashing, we reveal the linear property
in the hash algorithms (e.g. XOR and CRC) used in widely
deployed switch ASICs in data centers. Based on the hashing linearity, we propose relative path control (RePaC), a new
lightweight, and easy-to-deploy path control mechanism that
can perform on-demand flow migration with deterministic
path offsets. We use a few case studies to show that RePaC
can be used to achieve orders of magnitude faster failover and
better path planning with up to 3 times link utilization gain in
hyper-scale data centers.

1

Introduction

To support the high bandwidth and high availability requirements of cloud and big data applications, data center networks
are often designed with rich path diversity. Typical data center
network topologies, such as FatTree [1], Clos [10], or HyperCube [16], offer hundreds of paths across multiple tiers of
switches between any pair of servers. In such a multi-path
network, managing a large number of paths among all endpoint pairs is challenging. The path selection mechanism is
always a key part of data center network design to fully utilize
the high bandwidth from these paths and achieve good traffic
load balance and fault-tolerance properties.
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The multi-path IP routing protocol (e.g. BGP [27]) with
ECMP [20] is the most common routing scheme in many
production data centers [13, 26]. In such networks, reachable
network prefixes and available paths are propagated to all the
switches using BGP, and each switch uses ECMP to select
a next hop based on the hash value from specified packet
header fields. To understand the performance of ECMP-based
routing, much research has been done. A common perception
is that ECMP offers reasonable load balancing and fault tolerance among a large number of uniform flows, however, it
is difficult to perform any explicit path control on ECMP
because it is stateless, and its hashing calculation is random [18, 21, 46]. Besides, ECMP suffers from traffic polarization because it performs static load balancing based on header
fields without considering flow sizes [2].
Many alternative path control mechanisms, such as Hedera [2], XPath [21] and Multi-path TCP [36, 37], have proposed to redesign routing and transport layers to better leverage the path diversity. However, these proposals often require
a redesign in either the server network stack or routing protocol of data center switches. As a result, although these proposals offer many advantages over ECMP on dynamic load
balancing and precise path control, they have seen very limited deployment in today’s production data centers. For the
path selection mechanism, ECMP remains the common practice because it is stateless, simple, and easy to implement in
switch ASICs.
In this work, we take a different approach to address the
ECMP limitations in load balancing and failure handling.
Given the wide deployment of BGP with ECMP routing, we
look for solutions that require minimal changes to server
software stack and data center routing protocols. Instead of
treating ECMP as a random path selection black-box, we
analyze the ECMP path selection process and investigate typical hash algorithms used in the most popular data center
switch ASICs on the market. Our study reveals that most
widely-deployed switches use XOR, CRC or their variants
for ECMP hashing. These hash algorithms hold a linear property (ECMP(a) ⊕ ECMP(b) = ECMP(a ⊕ b) ⊕ ECMP(0)),
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Figure 1: A Clos-based data center network topology
which guarantees a deterministic mapping between packet
header changes and path changes. We analyze how hashing
linearity affects traffic load balance and how the hashing linearity can be used to control the flow paths to better leverage
the path diversity.
We propose a relative path control (RePaC) scheme, which
uses the deterministic mapping between the header change
and path change to perform on-demand flow migration for
failure handling and load balancing. We validate the hashing
linearity and relative path control scheme on a testbed with the
same ECMP configuration as our production data centers. Our
evaluation shows that RePaC can achieve fast failover and better traffic engineering for TCP and RDMA applications. With
RePaC, failover speeds up by orders of magnitude compared
with existing in-network failover approaches. RePaC also outperforms MPTCP with 2(4) subflows in recovery success rate
by 36%(21%). In addition, RePaC-based traffic engineering
reduces flow completion time by up to 25% and improves
link utilization by up to three times. Proven to be simple and
effective, RePaC can be readily deployed in production data
centers with no changes required in the routing and transport
protocols.
As far as we know, our work is the first study that investigates the linear property of ECMP hash algorithms and discusses its applications to data center path control. We show
the feasibility of leveraging the hash algorithm properties to
develop flexible path control algorithms for load balancing
and failure handling, which contradicts the common perception about the randomness and ambiguity of ECMP path selection. The resulting solution RePaC is lightweight, easy to
deploy in production data centers, and easy to integrate with
a large spectrum of applications. Our work sheds light on a
new perspective of multi-path routing, traffic engineering and
application design in data centers.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
Data Center Networking Primer

Most data center networks adopt some variant of a multirooted tree topology. Figure 1 shows an example of a Closstructured data center network with three tiers of switches,
which provides abundant paths between any pair of servers to
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achieve high aggregated bandwidth and tolerate potential link
and device failures. To better utilize the available paths in the
network, multi-path routing is the key part of the data center
network design, with load balancing and fault tolerance as
two primary design goals.
Multi-path BGP with ECMP is the most common multipath routing design in hyperscale data centers [27]. In this design, switches establish BGP sessions among each other over
the connected links and choose next hops based on BGP routing information. Multiple equal-cost next hops are grouped as
ECMP groups when routes are installed into the routing table
in the switch ASIC. When a packet reaches a switch, a random
next hop will be selected in the ECMP group, so flows can be
evenly distributed among parallel links for load balancing. As
shown in Figure 1, if a packet is being sent to switch L3 via
switch L1, the BGP session running on L1 will first decide
all equal-cost next hops, S1 and S2. In ECMP, each switch
distributes packets based on a hashing value calculated from
specific packet header fields. ECMP would select one from S1
and S2. If ECMP distributes flows to S1 and S2 evenly, load
balancing is fulfilled. To support failover, the in-network BGP
sessions send keepalive messages to detect whether the link is
still available. In case of failure, BGP tears down the session
of the malfunctioning link, and the corresponding next hop
is removed from ECMP. Therefore ECMP is critical for both
load balancing and failure handling in data center networks.

2.2

The Limitations of ECMP

Many previous studies have shown that ECMP has several key
limitations in practice. First, ECMP fails to leverage the path
diversity in a lot of scenarios. Hedera [2] shows ECMP may
cause significant bandwidth loss when flows are not evenly
distributed. The situation becomes worse when large and longlived flows co-exist. Second, ECMP distributes traffic using
random hash algorithms, which makes it difficult to perform
precise path control. A lot of fine-grained flow scheduling
and traffic engineering mechanisms cannot be done in data
center networks over ECMP [5, 21].
Due to the aforementioned limitations, a common perception of ECMP is that ECMP provides decent load balancing
among a large number of flows evenly distributed across a
large header space. However, ECMP works under strong assumptions about traffic patterns, and it may fail in many cases
with traffic polarization, slow failover, and under-utilized links.
And it is difficult to perform deterministic path control because ECMP path selection is random.
Several previous studies have proposed alternative solutions to address the limitations of ECMP from both routing
and transport layers. For example, Hedera [2] is proposed to
perform dynamic flow scheduling based on a traffic matrix
using OpenFlow. XPath [21] proposes to enable explicit path
control for data center applications using pre-installed routes.
FUSO [8] proposes a multi-path loss recovery mechanism
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on MPTCP to enable fast failure recovery in data centers.
However, these solutions require major redesigns of the data
center routing protocol or server network stacks. And major redesigns of routing and transport protocols have huge
impacts on the data center applications and daily network
operations. As a result, these solutions still have very limited
deployment in today’s production data centers.
ECMP still has wide deployment in many production data
centers for multi-path routing, however, the implementation
of the ECMP hashing mechanism remains a mystery for the
research community. There isn’t a thorough analysis of the
details of the ECMP mechanism on popular data center switch
ASICs. Volur [47] is the only study we have seen, which tries
to model ECMP as a deterministic mapping from headers to
paths. It aggregates all the mappings from all switches and
uses model replay to predict ECMP path selection. However,
Volur still treats ECMP as a black-box model, and a full network model replay incurs too much overhead for real-time
traffic engineering and path control in large data centers.
This dilemma of path control in data centers motivates
us to dig into the black-box of ECMP implementation of
widely-deployed data center switches and look for lightweight
solutions to address the ECMP limitations. Such solutions
can be incrementally deployed to a large volume of existing
data centers and benefit data center applications without a
major redesign of the network. We explore the factors that
affect ECMP path selection and reveal an interesting property,
linearity of hash algorithms used by most merchandise switch
ASICs, which could be used to enable a new relative path
control scheme.

3

Demystifying ECMP Path Selection

Our analysis of ECMP path selection is based on the ECMP
implementation of popular switch ASICs available on the
data center switch market. We look into the publicly available
open source repositories and documents about the ECMP implementation on widely deployed switch ASICs [6, 12, 31, 33].
We also investigate the ECMP configurations from the widelyadopted open switch abstraction interface (SAI) [34], which is
supported by most switch ASIC vendors, such as Broadcom,
Barefoot, CISCO, Mellanox, and Marvell [29]. We consider
the variations of ECMP implementations [20, 32, 38] and validate our analysis with commercial switches. Specifically, our
validation covers Broadcom Tomahawk series, Trident series,
and Barefoot Tofino series [7].

3.1

Modeling ECMP Path Selection

ECMP is typically implemented as part of the routing table
matching stage in the switch ASIC pipeline. When multiple
routes are available for a given network prefix, equal-cost
next hops are added into an ECMP group in the routing table. When a routing table entry is matched for an incoming
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packet, the packet will be forwarded to one of the next hops
in its ECMP group, based on the hashing of the packet header
fields [33].
Figure 2 shows a general ECMP processing model from
typical switch ASICs. The input of ECMP is header fields,
and the output is a next hop ID. There are four stages in
ECMP processing: pre-processing, hashing, post-processing,
and bucket mapping. We use the following functions to denote the ECMP stages: Pre_proc(), Hash(), Post_proc(),
BucketBN (). The overall ECMP processing can be described
as:
ECMP(h) = BucketBN (Post_proc(Hash(Pre_proc(h))))
(1)
where the hash function plays a key role in path selection.
In the Pre_proc(h) stage, the H-bit input packet header
fields h, with range {0, 1}H , together with a configurable hash
seed are processed using bit-wise operations, such as AND,
XOR, shifting and masking. For example, if we use source
and destination IP addresses and port numbers as input, H
would be 96. Then Hash() denotes the hash function from
{0, 1}I to {0, 1}O , where I is the length of the pre-processed
input and O is the length of the output hash result, both in
number of bits. O is usually 32 or 16 since most switches
use 32-bit or 16-bit values to represent hash results [12, 31].
In the Post_proc() stage, the hash result is further shuffled
using bit-wise operations. Then BucketBN () performs modulo
operations to map the post-processed hash result {0, 1}O to
one of the next hops in the ECMP group {0, ..., N − 1} placed
in B hash buckets, where N is the number of next hops. The
entire ECMP process is a mapping from {0, 1}H to a number
in {0, ..., N − 1}.

3.2

The Linearity of ECMP Process

In this section, we discuss the linear property of the most
common ECMP hash functions, and how linearity impacts
the path selection.
Hash functions overview: The commercial switch ASICs
support various hash functions for ECMP, such as random,
XOR, CRC and Pearson hashing [11, 24, 31]. Among them,
CRC and XOR are two popular hash algorithms defined in
SAI [34], and supported by most switch vendors [29]. There
are two reasons that CRC and XOR are widely adopted. These
two algorithms have been used in communication systems
with mature and efficient ASIC implementation, which includes plenty of circuit optimization [31, 42, 45]. In addition,
previous analysis has shown that CRC and XOR algorithms
have good load balancing performance given a uniform distribution of flows [49].
The SAI [34] also cites the random hash algorithm, but it is
not commonly used in the ECMP implementation of modern
switches. The reasons are twofold. First, packet-level random
path selection will result in a nightmare in network monitoring
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Figure 2: An example of an ECMP packet processing pipeline: pre-process certain header fields, hash and post-process the hash
results to get bucket number two, then refer to the bucket for the next hop ID
and troubleshooting. Second, packets from the same flow need
to be hashed onto the same path to avoid the out-of-order
issues that affect end-to-end transport performance. There are
other hash algorithms that are not included in SAI, such as
Pearson hashing, which are proprietary of a specific switch
ASIC vendor. In this paper, we will focus on the properties of
the most common hash functions using CRC and XOR.
The linearity of hash functions: We define the hashing
linearity as follows: a hash function is linear, if
Hash(hi ) ⊕ Hash(h j ) = Hash(hi ⊕ h j ) ⊕ Hash(0)

(2)

where hi and h j are arbitrary packet headers, and Hash(0) is
the hash result for a packet with all 0’s, which is a constant
given the initial hashing seed. Both XOR and CRC hashing
satisfy hashing linearity. The detailed proof of CRC/XOR
hash linearity can be found in supplemental materials [48].
Insight: If the linear hash function is fixed, for any packet
header hi , the hash value after a relative change ∆ on the
original header fields is deterministic, i.e. Hash(hi ⊕ ∆) =
Hash(hi ) ⊕ Hash(∆) ⊕ Hash(0). In other words, as long as
we know the mapping from ∆ to Hash(∆) and Hash(0), we
can predict the relative hash value change.
The linearity of ECMP():
We prove the linearity of
ECMP by proving the linearity of the other three procedures
Pre_proc(), Post_proc(), and BucketBN (). The pre-processing
and post-processing functions are bit-wise operations used
to shuffle certain fields of the packet header or hash result
to cope with hash polarization [20, 24, 31]. Hash polarization would cause load imbalance when hashing results favor
certain buckets over others. Pre-processing usually uses bitwise operations such as AND, XOR, bit shifting and masking.
Post-processing uses XOR-folding of 32-bit hash results to
get a 16-bit result [38]. Our analysis shows that these bit-wise
operations in pre-processing and post-processing functions
do not affect the linear property of ECMP path selection. The
detailed proof can be found in supplemental materials [48].
Linearity also holds for the BucketBN () function if N and
B are both powers of two, which is expected if a fat-tree
topology is used. Then the modulo operation is equivalent
to a bit-wise shifting, which is proved to be linear. There are
two scenarios in which linearity does not apply for ECMP.
The first scenario is that the next hop ID of the Bucket is
randomized. However, we can reorder buckets based on the
next hop ID after bucket mapping updates, which is commonly
adopted for consistent hashing. The second scenario is that
the number of buckets is not a power of two 2k , where k is
an integer. The number of buckets depends on the topology.
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Figure 3: Consistent bucket mapping upon 2 link failures.
Buckets of failed hops are remapped to 6 virtual entries.
Table 1: Probability of different failure scenarios with various
# of failed links and probability that linearity holds (P) under
various link failure ratios σ (B = 8)
# failed links
σ=1%
σ=0.1%
σ=0.01%

0
92.2%
99.2%
99.9%

1
7.45%
0.79%
0.08%

2
0.26%
0.003%
< 10−6

3
0.005%
< 10−9
< 10−10

P
99.68%
99.90%
99.99%

If a fat-tree topology is used, the number of buckets is 2k . If
the data center adopts a variation of a fat-tree topology, each
switch can enable consistent hashing by adding virtual nodes
to make the bucket number as 2k [33].
Thus we have
ECMP(h j ⊕ ∆) = ECMP(hi ) ⊕ ECMP(∆) ⊕ ECMP(0) (3)
where hi and h j are arbitrary packet headers, ECMP(0) is the
output given an all 0’s header, a constant for a given ECMP
configuration.
Linearity upon link and device failures: In the case of
link and device failures, the number of next hops N varies and
may not always be a power of two, which breaks the linearity
of the whole ECMP process. We leverage consistent hashing
and bucket remapping to guarantee linearity for most links
in the ECMP group. We illustrate our ideas with an example
with two link failures. In the case of failures, for example
both next hop 4 and 7 fail as shown in Figure 3, removing
two buckets (Bucket66 ) will break linearity since 6 is not a
power of two. If we keep these two buckets and simply adopt
consistent hashing to remap these two buckets to two random
available next hops, the load is imbalanced given 8 buckets
are mapped to 6 hops. We thus remap these two buckets
to 6 virtual entries and map these entries to available next
hops uniformly as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, we can still
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preserve the linearity for available links by fixing the hash
bucket B as a power of two. The load balancing performance
is equivalent to an ECMP table with size of the least common
multiples of B and N. And the BucketBN () function can be
modeled as follows:
BucketBN () = BucketBB () is down? BucketNN () : BucketBB () (4)
BucketBB ()

where
holds linearity as B is a power of two. And
the non-linear function BucketNN () is a modulo operation over
N followed by a mapping from {0, ..., N − 1} to all available
next hop IDs.
As stated in [15], links and devices inside data center networks usually have four 9’s of high availability. Before BGP
updates bucket mapping upon the first link failure, linearity
still holds since the output of Bucket() remains the same. The
linearity-based path control might fail upon more failures,
but the probability is low. For example, the probability that
more than 1 failure happens in the same ECMP group is only
41% [15]. We analyzed the probability that linearity holds
under various link failure ratios as shown in Table 1. We consider the probability of occurrence with various numbers of
failed links under different link failure ratios. Given F next
hops removed due to failure links, BucketBN () holds linearity
with a probability of 1 − F/B. Based on our observation of
1%-0.01% failure rate σ in our production data centers of
more than 1500 links, the probability that linearity holds is
more than 99% even when link failures are considered. Here
we assume link failures are independent. If we assume the
probability of link failures under the same ECMP group is
positively correlated, the probability of recovery decreases.
However, according to previous studies [15] and our observations in our own data centers, the probability of concurrent
failures in one ECMP group is low.
Validation:
We validate linearity in commercial switches
by checking whether Equation 3 holds. We configure the
switch with 8 next hops. First, we generate 1 million packet
headers with random IP addresses, port numbers, protocol
field and reserved fields. For each header, we record the output
of ECMP before and after adding the offset ∆, which are denoted as ECMP(hi ) and ECMP(hi ⊕ ∆), where hi are random
packet headers and ∆ ranges from 0 to 2k − 1 for a k bit field.
We do the same for another random packet header h j . Finally,
as shown in Figure 4, by comparing whether ECMP(hi ) ⊕
ECMP(hi ⊕ ∆) = ECMP(h j ) ⊕ ECMP(h j ⊕ ∆), ∀i, j holds,
we verify that switches from Broadcom and Barefoot all satisfy the linearity. We also compare with different hashing
seed configurations. The results show that linearity holds for
different seed settings from 0 to 232 − 1. Linearity holds for
validated vendors under XOR hashing, CRC hashing, and
variants of XOR/CRC hashing (e.g. optimized hashing by
concatenating COR hashing results and CRC hashing results).
Besides the Broadcom and Barefoot switches that we validated in the paper, switches from 100+ platforms with SAI
also support linear hashing [29, 34].
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(a) Different vendors

(b) Impact of seeds

Figure 4: Validation with commercial switches. Accuracy of
ECMP linearity-based prediction is 100% in different vendors
and under selection of different seeds.

3.3

The Path Linearity

Our previous analysis has demonstrated the linearity of ECMP
path selection at a single switch. In this section, we analyze
the linearity behavior of ECMP in the multi-hop environment
and discuss how the linearity can be used for path control.
Multihop linearity: In the multihop environment, a path
is defined as a list of end hosts and switches, for example,
(A → L1 → S2 → C3 → S4 → L4 → B) is a path from the
end host A to the end host B in Figure 1. In general, a path
is modeled as (sender, s1 , ..., sX , receiver), si ∈ {0, ..., Ni − 1},
where X is the number of hops, Ni is the number of equal-cost
next hops at hop i, and si is the next hop ID chosen by hop
i − 1. There can be one or more links between the end host
and leaf switches.1
We compile the path as the concatenation of the binary representation of next hop selections Path(h) = s1 ·
s2 · ... · sX , where the sender and receiver are omitted. In
a typical three-tier data center network, X is 5 for interpod traffic and 3 for intra-pod traffic, where a pod is an
aggregation of leaf and spine switches as shown in Figure 1. Since ECMP decides the next hop at each switch,
we have si = ECMPsi−1 (h), i = 1, ..., X. In order to calculate a path, we need the ECMP functions of all switches
along the path. However, since we are only interested in the
linearity, we aim to calculate Path(h ⊕ ∆). As our analysis
shows, the linearity ECMP(h) holds at a single hop. For two
hops s1 · s2 , concatenation of s1 = ECMPsender (h) and s2 =
ECMPs1 (h) still satisfies ECMPsender (h ⊕ ∆) · ECMPs1 (h ⊕
∆) = (ECMPsender (h) · ECMPs1 (h)) ⊕ (ECMPsender (∆) ·
ECMPs1 (∆)) ⊕ (ECMPsender (0) · ECMPs1 (0)) under the assumption that the selection of s1 will not affect ECMPs1 (∆)
and ECMPs1 (0). Note this assumption holds as long as
switches in the same ECMP group are configured with the
same hashing configuration. By the same methodology, we
can prove the linearity for the concatenation of the entire path.
Then we have
Path(h ⊕ ∆) = Path(h) ⊕ Path(∆) ⊕ Path(0)

(5)

1 If there are several leaf switches to choose, the end host usually adopts
Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) to choose the next hop based on
the hashing result of packet header fields like ECMP [4, 9]. Our analysis on
ECMP linearity applies to LACP.
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Figure 5: Illustration of pathmap. There are 64 offsets for
a header space with 64 bits. Each row represents the path
change O(∆) for northbound and southbound with offset ∆.
Pathmap: Equation 5 suggests that with the linearity of
ECMP path, given a relative change to an arbitrary packet
header (h ⊕ ∆), we can predict the corresponding ECMP
path change as Path(h ⊕ ∆) = Path(h) ⊕ O(∆), where O(∆) =
Path(∆)⊕Path(0). This mapping relationship from ∆ to O(∆)
can be modeled with a pathmap structure. As shown in Figure 5, we use a K × 2 table to represent the pathmap of a
single switch, where K is the number of bits used for path
control, and each column corresponds with the northbound
and southbound path offset O(∆) for corresponding header
offset ∆. If there are N hops, we need a K × N table. Here
we use K entries since we can represent the entire header
space by XORing ∆, where ∆ are headers 0...010...0 with
only one significant bit. With this model, we compress the
ECMP model exponentially from the header space 2K . In
most well-defined packet headers, the number of bits that can
be used for path control is limited, which restricts the size of
the pathmap.
Insights: Given the proven linearity, we can control the
relative path change by changing certain header fields. This
is feasible since hashing linearity is a built-in property for
linear hashing algorithms. To extend hashing linearity to path
linearity and improve accuracy upon link failure, we also need
to adopt several ECMP hashing configurations, i.e. consistent
hashing, bucket remapping and the same hashing configuration for the same ECMP group2 .

4

Relative Path Control

4.1

Design

Our analysis of the ECMP hash linearity suggests a deterministic mapping between the packet header changes and path
changes. It provides a powerful tool to predict the relative
path offset O(∆) based on a packet header offset ∆.
We propose a relative path control algorithm, RePaC, based
on the insight from hashing linearity. RePaC has two parts:
offline pathmap collection and online path control. The offline pathmap collection module acquires the mapping from
relative header change to the relative path change based on
the static configuration of the network. The online module
2 Supplemental materials [48] discuss a solution with relaxed requirements

that allow different hashing seeds.
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Figure 6: Relative Path Control Process
decides the header change accordingly and alters packets to
navigate certain flows to a different path with deterministic
offset. The overall procedure is shown in Figure 6.
Offline pathmap collection:
In order to collect the
pathmap for a switch as shown in Figure 5, we need to send
the packets with reference headers with different offsets ∆ to
northbound and southbound egress ports on the switch. As
introduced in Section 3.3, ∆ is 0...010...0 with a single significant bit, and the position of the significant bit ranges from 1
to K, where K is the number of controllable bits in the packet
header. The pathmap of a switch depends on the static ECMP
hash configuration. So to collect the pathmap for a whole data
center network, we need to consider different hashing algorithms (e.g. XOR, CRC with different polynomials) and different hashing seeds. In production data centers, the switches
in the same tiers of the network are often designed to use
the same ECMP configurations for the simplicity of network
management and operations. Then we only need to collect
pathmaps for three types of ECMP hash configurations for
a typical data center network in a 3-tier Clos topology. Note
if the hashing algorithm is fixed, the mapping between the
hashing seed and pathmap is deterministic, which reduces the
overhead of collecting pathmaps from switches with different
hashing seeds. The offline pathmap collection can be easily
done on today’s network management systems.
Online path control:
The online path control module
has two parts, the triggering function and the decision function. The triggering function is triggered when path control
is needed, for example, upon failures. The decision function
decides the path header offset. Users can design the decision function based on application requirements. We define
a utility function util(∆) for path control. The target of path
control is ∆ˆ = argmax(util(∆)). For example, if the target is
to change the path, we define util(∆) = Path_changed(∆),
where Path_changed(∆) is a function to check whether applying header offset ∆ could change the path. We showcase
how to design the utility function in Section 4.2.
Based on the designed utility function, the pathmap can be
reconstructed in different formats to facilitate searching for
an offset for a specified relative path change. For example,
a pathmap can be compressed into a hashmap with keys as
desired path changes and values as all possible header offsets.
For solutions that are not sensitive to the value of relative
path change, for example, a failover solution that aims to use
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a specific path change, the pathmap can be compressed to
a list of desired header offsets that can lead to the desired
path change. The structure of the pathmap is decided by the
granularity of path control required by applications.
Another key question is which header fields to use for
path control. Options depend on what user-defined fields are
configured for ECMP hashing. By default, switches might
only configure IP addresses and port numbers for ECMP
hashing. Based on [28], SAI-supported switches can configure
all header fields for hashing. Among all the fields, the high
significant bits of TTL fields (8 bits) are typically usable since
the number of hops in data centers is small. If switches do
not support user-defined fields, the source port number (16
bits) can be leveraged though it might require changes of
the port allocation. Besides, the source IP address can be
controlled with certain flexibility in incast scenarios if there
is a configurable DHCP server inside the pod to assign IP
addresses dynamically.

4.2

The Applications of Relative Path Control

In this section, we present two case studies to demonstrate
the applications of relative path control.
4.2.1

RePaC for fast failover

Leveraging relative path control, we design a lightweight
and fast failover mechanism to detect path failures at the transport layer and update the packet headers to migrate the traffic
from the failed path. Our approach relates to the previous
end-host-based failure recovery [19, 23] but gives strong guarantees on path control with the ECMP hashing linearity and
does not require any changes to the network protocols and
switch hardware. We demonstrate a failover mechanism with
TCP traffic as an example. The RePaC-based failover mechanism generally applies to any network transport layer protocol
with a retransmission mechanism.
The RePaC-based fast failover involves retransmissiontriggered failure detection and failure recovery by altering
packet headers. It works as shown in Algorithm 1. Our algorithm detects the second retransmission of each flow to
trigger failure recovery, then every packet in that flow will be
marked for path control. We choose the higher four bits of
TTL fields and TCP five tuples as input for ECMP(). In this
case, we can vary the higher four bits of TTL fields, so ∆ is
in {0001, 0010, 0100, 1000}.
After failure recovery is triggered, we mark the reserved
bits with a different value to reroute this packet to a different
path. In theory, if the path offset O(∆) is non-zero at each hop,
we can ensure the new path Path(h ⊕ ∆) has no overlapping
links or devices with Path(h), where h is the packet header
of the flow affected by the failure. With RePaC, we can generate a path mapping table from all marking values to the
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Algorithm 1 Failure recovery
Input: Packet p and corresponding flow f
Output: Packet p with f .mark within path marking period.
Otherwise, original packet p
1: if p is a repeated retransmission then
2:
Update f .mark = SelectNextMark(p)
3:
Begin path marking period
4: end if

Figure 7: Example network. Flow polarization causes underutilization of paths.
network path change, as illustrated in Figure 5. And we design the utility function as util(∆) = Path_changed(∆), where
Path_changed(∆) is a simple function to check whether O(∆)
is non-zero for each hop, which indicates that the next hop
selected at each hop would be different from the previous
path. Then we use a subset of eligible ∆ as marking values for
fast failover purposes. If we cannot find an O(∆) with all hops
changed, we select the one with the most changes. RePaC will
stop path marking after a configurable timer. We set the timer
as the failure detection time in BGP. Path marking will be
triggered again if BGP fails to recover the failure.
4.2.2

RePaC for traffic engineering

Given the multi-path nature of data center networks, traffic engineering, the ability to schedule traffic on many nonoverlapped paths to better leverage the network bandwidth,
has been a key part of data center network design [2,5,30,37].
Compared to existing proposals, such as Hedera [2], MicroTE [5], and XPath [21], RePaC provides a lightweight tool
for us to plan and distribute flows in data center networks for
traffic engineering without any changes to the switch hardware and routing protocols.
Path planning using RePaC: Given the topology and
ECMP configurations of the network, we derive the pathmap
M, a map between each path offset O(∆) and the corresponding header offset ∆, by sending probing packets with different
∆. Here we show an example for the network in Figure 7. We
consider the lower 6 bits of src_port is controllable and probe
switch L1 for O(∆) to get Table 2. Table 2 shows how changing a bit in src_port changes the selected hop ID. XORing all
possible hop ID changes results in four different path offsets.
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Table 2: Probed results. Six controllable bits generate six
headers ∆, each with one significant bit. Then RePaC uses six
headers to get O(∆).
∆
000001 000010 000100 001000 010000 100000
O(∆) 00
00
01
00
01
10
Table 3: Calculated M = (O(∆), ∆) for path planning. For
each ∆ = 0, ..., 63, RePaC calculates the Path ID.
O(∆) 0
1
∆
0-3, 8-11, 4-7,
20-23,
12-19,
28-31
24-27

2
32-35,4043, 52-55,
60-63

3
36-39,
44-51,
56-59

We then derive all the possible header changes for each path
offset O(∆). For example, ∆ = 000100 ⊕ 100000 is mapped
to path offset 01 ⊕ 10 = 11. We index these path offsets as
Path IDs to differentiate paths for path planning. Finally, We
get the pathmap M as shown in Table 3, which is a map from
Path ID O(∆) to a set of ∆ sharing the same path offset O(∆).
From Table 3, we can observe that the selected Path IDs are
limited to two choices for src_port values from 0 to 31. This
means if E1 sends flows with src_port ranges from 0 to 31,
ECMP will select only half of the next hops. We conjecture
that only a subset of bits in the hash results are selected by
the post-processing function for final ECMP resolution. This
suggests that the default ECMP path selection could result in
only half of the paths being utilized in the example scenario.
Based on the pathmap M in Table 3, we can assign src_port
values (e.g. i, i ⊕ 4, i ⊕ 32, i ⊕ 36) for those 4 flows to ensure
that all four possible paths are utilized.
Based on the analysis in Section 3.3, we can infer the path
offset between two flows by looking up the ∆ of their packet
headers in the pathmap. Therefore, we can use a valid packet
header hre f as a reference, then for each f lowi , look up the
desired path offset in the pathmap for unused ∆ and assign
hre f ⊕ ∆ as packet header hi . We plan the paths for all flows
based on estimated loads as shown in Algorithm 2. In the
example network of Figure 7, flows might conflict with each
other according to default ECMP. With our algorithm, flows
are evenly distributed on diverse paths. Note we can extend
the algorithm to consider both the request load and the response load. The pathmap at the receiver can predict the path
for response load.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Implementation and Test-Bed Setup

We implement RePaC as a library on the servers to perform
on-demand path control. There are three components in the
implementation, a pathmap collector that generates a pathmap
database given a network, a module that monitors all outgoing
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Algorithm 2 Load based path planning
Input: Pathmap M as illustrated in Table 3,
Output: assign a packet header hi for f lowi to minimize the
deviation of bandwidth utilization L p for each path
1: hre f ← a random valid packet header; L p ← 0 for all paths
2: for f lowi in all flows do
Find ∆ ∈ M for Path ID p with the minimum load L p
3:
4:
hi = hre f ⊕ ∆
5:
L p += estimated bandwidth utilization for f lowi
6: end for

Figure 8: Test topology
traffic on servers to perform TCP failover, and a path planner
application that generates the best paths for applications. We
implement flow monitoring with the VNIC, which maintains
a soft stateful flow table. For each TCP flow, RePaC checks
for packet retransmissions and marks packets to perform traffic failover as discussed in Algorithm 1. The total software
modules are implemented in 1066 lines of C code. The RePaC
library is a lightweight software module that can be easily
installed on servers.
We evaluate the performance of RePaC in a fat-tree topology as shown in Figure 8. In this testbed, all the links are
25Gbps. 8 spine switches (Broadcom Trident 3) interconnect
4 leaf switches (Broadcom Tomahawk 3). We run SONiC [35]
(an open-source network operating system) on all switches
and adopt different ECMP configurations at each tier to avoid
traffic polarization. Four physical servers are connected to leaf
switches L1 & L2, and another four are connected to L3 & L4.
With each server connected to two switches, the server can
still connect to another leaf switch if one fails. Each server is
equipped with Linux 3.10 or Linux 4.19 and TCP NewReno.
These settings are consistent with our production data center
networks.

5.2

Effectiveness and Overhead

Path control upon link and device failures: We first evaluate the accuracy of path control under various failure scenarios. Link and device failures are injected based on failure
statistics collected in production data centers during one week.
We gauge the accuracy of path control by calculating the percentage that the selected path is the expected path. We test
with various numbers of spine switches to validate the perfor-
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Table 4: Accuracy of path control under failures
# of spine switches
RePaC w\o failures
RePaC w\ failures
Random w\o failures

4
100.0%
97.0%
25%

8
100.0%
98.5%
12.5%

16
100.0%
99.24%
6.3%

32
100.0%
99.62%
3.1%

mance under different network scales. As shown in Table 4,
the accuracy increases with the number of spine switches
since the proportion of failed links of total links decreases.
As discusses in Section 3.1, RePaC can provide accurate path
control for the first link failure if RePaC is triggered before
BGP changes the bucket. But RePaC might not work at the
first attempt if there are two and more link failures in the
same ECMP group. Table 4 shows RePaC provides >97.0%
accuracy while the random path selection can only provide
<25% .
Overhead: We test the CPU overhead and the memory cost
of RePaC with 1 thousand to 1 million concurrent connections.
The average CPU cost on a 64-core processor is about 0.01%
for 1k connections and 0.05% for 1m connections. Note that
the performance of RePaC is independent of the kernel version
because RePaC is lightweight and implemented in a portable
VNIC module. At each server, we allocate about 64 bytes of
extra memory for each connection to keep track of its state.
We also evaluate whether RePaC reduces packet processing
speed. RePaC looks up the flow table on every packet, checks
packet sequence number, and updates the flow state accordingly. These bring a few extra memory accesses to the data
path. We observe no degradation in packet processing speed
with different workloads.

5.3 RePaC for Failover Evaluation
Experiment methodology: We study the failover performance of RePaC by measuring throughput and downtime under common failure scenarios. We run a high-priority application on the VNIC interface to collect throughput measurements at a 20ms interval, which also helps us determine the
downtime upon failure. We consider two failure scenarios,
silent drop failures and link failures. We simulate silent drop
failures by configuring an ACL rule to discard the data traffic.
We simulate link failures by issuing ifconfig down command
to deactivate one of the interfaces from receiving and sending data from switch CLI. There are many existing studies
on failover [19, 23, 43, 44, 50]. Among them, MPTCP is a
fair baseline as an end-host-based mechanism. MPTCP employs a group of subflows with random paths for failover
without adding any centralized controller or advanced hardware. We use MPTCP v0.90 with the redundant scheduler
for comparison with RePaC. We test MPTCP with the redundant scheduler over the default scheduler since it provides
better fault tolerance by sending redundant copies through all
subflows.
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(a) With RePaC

(b) with MPTCP

Figure 9: Throughput during failure
Failure recovery performance: We compare RePaC with
both end-to-end and in-network failover design. Compared
with end-to-end failover MPTCP, which recovers with a random backup path, RePaC provides better recoverability. Compared with in-network failover approaches, RePaC covers
more failure types and reduces downtime by orders of magnitude.
We first compare RePaC with MPTCP in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows an example trace the silent drop on leaf switch
L1 get recovered after silent drop failure with RePaC. Flow 3
and flow 4 are forwarded to L1 by ECMP and hence dropped
by ACL. Both flows experience around 1 second of disruption and then are re-routed to switch L2. Flow 1 and flow 2
forwarded by switch L2 only experience oscillation. During
the oscillation, the throughput of flow 1 and flow 2 first doubles when the other two flows stop transmission, then returns
to similar throughput as before. All flows eventually share
the bandwidth of the bottleneck link fairly with congestion
control. Note that the bottleneck is the L3-E5 link, so the
throughput before and after the failover are similar. In comparison, Figure 9b shows that MPTCP failover performance
is unsatisfactory. We configure each flow with 4 subflows to
increase the path diversity. Figure 9b shows that MPTCP can
recover all affected flows except flow 1 because all subflows
of flow 1 are dropped. The throughput of flows 2-4 increases
after flow 1 is deactivated. Overall throughput performance
with MPTCP is worse than RePaC since MPTCP with the
redundant scheduler copies packets on all available subflows.
We further compare the failure recovery ratio between
RePaC and MPTCP with different numbers of subflows for
MPTCP. We define the recovery ratio as the probability that
a flow affected by failure is recovered. As shown in Figure 10, MPTCP offers a higher recovery ratio with more subflows. Although MPTCP provides a reasonable recovery ratio
with the redundant scheduler, RePaC performs better by leveraging path diversity with the pathmap. RePaC outperforms
MPTCP with 2(4) subflows by 36%(21%). RePaC outperforms MPTCP because MPTCP cannot guarantee there exists
at least a subflow unaffected by the failure.
We also compare RePaC with in-network failover mechanisms under various failure scenarios. As shown in Figure 11a,
we start a single TCP flow from E1 to E5 and measure the
downtime after simulating a device failure at L1. We simulate
the device failure by deactivating all the interfaces. In prac-
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Figure 10: Recoverability comparison between RePaC and MPTCP.

(a) Comparison between RePaC and innetwork failover under device failure

Figure 11: Downtime comparison under various minimum RTOs

tice, device failures might be triggered by hardware failure,
unexpected reboot, or power loss. Although this type of failure can be detected by Link Aggregation Control Protocol
(LACP) using heartbeat signals, it takes up to 90 seconds.
In comparison, RePaC significantly reduces the downtime by
orders of magnitude. Note the recovery Algorithm 1 initiates
path control after the second TCP retransmission. Our solution performs better with a smaller minimum RTO. RePaC
reacts to failures in around 60ms with a 20ms minimum RTO.
Theoretically, RePaC can provide sub-ms recovery if the end
hosts adopt high-resolution timers.
In Figure 11b, we evaluate how our solution can cooperate with the existing in-network failover approaches used in
data centers, such as link scan, Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD), LACP, and BGP. We compare the downtime
caused by two types of failures, silent drop failures and link
down events. For silent drop failures, our design can recover
affected flows within three times of RTO, as shown in the
solid line in Figure 11b. After a link down failure is injected,
RePaC is triggered faster than in-network approaches when
the second retransmission is triggered before the shortest innetwork failover timers (130 ms for the link scan function).
Note RePaC kicks in after around the triple of the minimum
RTO. When the minimum RTO increases, RePaC will not be
triggered since the link scan function would recover failures
faster. In summary, Figure 11 proves RePaC can cooperate
well with existing failover mechanisms and help to reduce the
flow downtime.

5.4 RePaC for Traffic Engineering Evaluation
Experiment methodology: We gauge the performance
of load balancing and flow completion time of RePaC compared with random path selection, precise path control via
XPath [21], and in-network load balancing via CONGA [3].
We evaluate RePaC for load balancing under two scenarios:
one-to-one flows and many-to-one incast flows. For one-toone flows, we vary the src_port to vary the path selection of
these parallel flows. For many-to-one incast flows, we vary
src_ip and src_port for four servers under the same rack. We
assume the source port number is flexible for traffic engineering applications. For many-to-one flows, we assume the
source IP address is also assignable. We vary the least signifi-
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(b) RePaC with in-network failover under
slient drop and link down

cant 8 bits of src_ip inside a cluster to improve path diversity.
We test with three representative traffic patterns, same-size
flows, webserver flows, and Hadoop flows. Webserver flows
follow a uniform size distribution, and Hadoop flows follow
a skewed size distribution [40].
Load balance performance: In Figure 12, we compare
the bandwidth utilization of RePaC path planning with random
path planning. The bandwidth utilization is measured using
the average utilization ratio of the links in the network. For
one-to-one flows, as seen in Figure 12a, RePaC increases the
bandwidth utilization by up to 3 times when the total number
of flows is 16. For many-to-one connection, Figure 12b shows
the bandwidth utilization of links when flows of the same size
from different sources are sent to a single destination. Our
solution can evenly distribute the flows across different paths,
achieving well-balanced bandwidth utilization. For the webserver case, as shown in Figure 12c, the bandwidth utilization
increases from 0.54 to 0.99 using RePaC, compared to 0.34 to
0.85 with random selection as the number of flows increases
from 16 to 4096. Figure 12d shows the bandwidth utilization
for Hadoop with skewed flow size distribution. Both algorithms show low bandwidth utilization when the number of
flows is small. When more flows join, RePaC can 20% to 50%
better bandwidth utilization.
In Figure 13, we compare our solution with random path selection by measuring the load on each path when the number
of concurrent flows increases from 16 up to 4096. Here we
calculate the load at each path and plot the standard deviation
over mean in Figure 13. As the number of flows increases,
RePaC provides much better performance. For webserver traffic, the std./mean reduce by 58% to 97% as shown in Figure 13a. Our design tends to select a path with the least load
for each flow. In Figure 13b, when the number of flows is
greater than 64, the std./mean is reduced by more than 41%.
For time-sensitive applications, such as distributed file systems (DFS), flow completion time is crucial. We simulate
DFS by sending 100GB of data from one host to another. We
compare the completion time of all concurrent flows between
RePaC and random path selection. RePaC can plan paths based
on the traffic load, so elephant flows are distributed to separate paths. We notice that the average completion time of our
solution is considerably less than the random path selection
as shown in Figure 14a. When there are 16 flows, the comple-
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(a) One-to-one connection

(b) Many to one - flows of the same size

(c) Many to one - web server

(d) Many to one - Hadoop

Figure 12: Link bandwidth utilization of path planning.

(a) Web server

(b) Hadoop
(a) w/o topology updates

Figure 13: Load balance of path planning. The shading area
shows the std./mean. of load on each switch. Larger shading
area means load is more unbalanced.

(a) File distribution

(b) Short requests

Figure 14: Flow completion time.
tion time reduces by 25% from 3.6 seconds to 2.7 seconds.
Besides large file distribution, we also simulate short requests
and gauge the flow completion time compared with random
path selection and CONGA [3]. We use simulation since
CONGA requires advanced hardware. Each host will inject
flows with empirical traffic distributions of short requests into
different queues based on the given path selection algorithm.
CONGA will measure the queuing time of each path and
choose the path with the least queuing time to send flowlets,
thus performs best. RePaC tends to select the path with the
least number of concurrent flows. As shown in Figure 14b,
RePaC’s performance is comparable with CONGA.
Load balance performance under topology updates:
The network topology might change if network devices are
removed for maintenance or upgrade. In Figure 15, we compare the load balance performance between random path selection, RePaC, and XPath [21] when the network topology
changes. Since XPath is based on source routing, which limits its deployment on our testbed, we use simulation with
the same testbed topology. We simulate multiple concurrent
flows between end-hosts and compare load balance by the
standard deviation of the load on each available path. XPath
relies on a centralized controller to perform topology updates,
which, we assume, can provide accurate path estimation. As
shown in Figure 15a, without topology updates, both RePaC
and XPath distribute the flows evenly. After removing a spine
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(b) w/ topology updates

Figure 15: Load balance performance when topology changes
switch, as shown in Figure 15b, XPath can still balance the
flows using accurate path information. RePaC can distribute
most flows evenly on the unchanged paths using outdated
pathmaps. In conclusion, XPath has the best performance
leveraging pre-installed routes and real-time path information
updates. RePaC degrades because of the outdated pathmap.
However, both outperform the random path selection significantly. Compared with XPath, RePaC is a lightweight solution
that significantly outperforms the random scheme without
redesigning the routing protocols .

6

Discussion

Our work is the first study that performs a detailed analysis
on the ECMP hashing linearity and its applications to path
control in data centers. More work could be done to further
explore the design of multi-path hashing mechanisms and
their implications to data center networks.
ECMP configuration optimization:
Our analysis has
demonstrated that the properties of ECMP hashing algorithms
have significant impacts on traffic engineering and failover
in data center networks. However, ECMP configurations in
today’s production data centers are still done by operators using ad-hoc approaches. Future investigations of ECMP might
reveal other interesting properties rather than linearity, which
could facilitate the data center network optimization and result
in a more scientific approach to network-wide configuration
optimization.
Flow analysis based on hash simulation:
Analysis of
the ECMP path selection algorithm also sheds insights on
how flows are distributed. Using real-time network topology
information, network operators could build a lightweight simulation network with the model of ECMP hashing behaviors.
The simulation network can answer many what-if questions
about the network performance and flow distributions, such
as how many flows will be affected by certain failure events
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or a congested link.
Programmable hashing on switch ASICs: Today’s data
center switch ASICs provide limited interfaces to configure ECMP hash algorithms and parameters. Even on programmable switch ASICs (e.g. Tofino), where users can
program the packet processing pipeline with network programming languages, there is still limited programmability
to define ECMP hashing behaviors. Given that the hash algorithm could significantly impact the overall networking
performance, a programmable interface that allows users to
redesign the hash algorithms could lead to more innovations
in this space.
RePaC capable applications:
RePaC provides a
lightweight mechanism for applications to predict and control the paths of packet flows in the network, without the
requirements for deploying any new protocols, centralized
controllers, or advanced hardware. Many applications can
benefit from path diversity. For example, network probing
tools, such as PingMesh [17], can guarantee full network coverage while minimizing the probing overhead with the help
of pathmap. The same benefits apply to applications with low
latency and high throughput requirements, such as distributed
file systems or AI training clusters. RePaC provides a powerful tool for the applications to schedule flows to avoid traffic
congestion and disruption.
RePaC and future ECMP:
RePaC requires hashing linearity, which is a built-in feature for linear hashing algorithms. For future hashing algorithms, there is no conclusion
on whether linear hashing is preferred or non-linear hashing.
Existing ASICs combine XOR and CRC to improve hashing while keeping linearity [33]. We are not aware of any
studies on the possible tradeoff between linearity and hashing
performance. It is still unclear whether non-linear hashing definitely outperforms all variants of linear hashing. Lightweight
path control for future variants of hashing algorithms remains
an interesting research problem. In order to support RePaC,
ECMP can only adopt linear hashing algorithms. We expect
future standardizations of ECMP to include linearity as another metric to consider besides hashing performance.

7

Related Work

RePaC is related to several prior lines of work:
End-host based path control: There are two spectrums of
end-host-based path control. The first spectrum of approaches
gets rid of ECMP and redesigns the routing protocols in the
network [21,22,39,41]. XPath is the most recent work, which
identifies and pre-installs routes on switches [21]. Though
XPath reduces the routing table storage with compression
algorithms, the communication between end-hosts and the
path manager under topology changes and link failures incurs
too much overhead. MPLS is the common practice for traffic
engineering in core networks [39, 41]. However, MPLS is not
suitable for data centers since it can only support a limited
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number of tunnels. The OpenFlow-based solution relies on
on-chip forwarding rules and compresses forwarding rules
with a tiny flow table [22]. However, this approach does not
apply to data centers due to too many flows. Fundamentally,
these approaches require excessive routing/forwarding tables
because of the large scale of header space and the variability
of paths.
Another spectrum still keeps ECMP as the path selection
in switches but extracts the path selection model. Volur [47]
attempts to provide path control with a centralized controller
that aggregates routing information from in-network switches
and disseminates routing information to end-hosts. However,
the path selection model incurs too much overhead since it
uses a mapping from the entire header space to all possible
paths. The header space grows exponentially to the number of
bits in header fields used by ECMP. We argue that explicit path
control is not necessary so that we can reduce the complexity
of the path selection model. Compared with this spectrum of
work, we leverage the linearity of ECMP path selection and
reduce the model complexity significantly.
Failover and traffic engineering:
While our work is
closely related to prior studies on failover [14, 19, 23, 25, 43,
44,50] and traffic engineering [2,3,5], it is also fundamentally
different. First, RePaC enables path control, which is different
from the random path selection scheme in [19,23,44]. Second,
RePaC is lightweight and easy to deploy, while existing approaches rely on advanced programmable switches [3, 14, 19,
43, 44, 50], switch redesigning (e.g. installing Openflow) [5],
or a centralized scheduler to get path information [2]. Third,
RePaC enables data traffic based path discovery, which outperforms traceroute traffic based approach [25] since the header
fields in original data traffic and traceroute traffic are different.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the ECMP hash algorithms used in
today’s data center switch ASICs. Our analysis shows that
the hash algorithms (e.g. XOR and CRC) used in the most
popular switch ASICs on the market maintain linearity. We
analyze how linearity sheds insights on relative path control.
We design RePaC to leverage linear property and show that
RePaC can be used in two representative applications, faster
failover and traffic engineering. Through extensive evaluation
in production data centers, we show that RePaC is easy to
deploy and benefits failover and traffic engineering.
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